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Introducing nanoMOS 3.5! 
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nanoMOS overview 

nanoMOS is a self-consistent 2D simulator for fully depleted,
 double-gated, n-MOSFETs. 
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Key characteristics 

•  Thin-body (less than 5nm). Schrodinger equation is solved
 exactly in confinement direction. 
•  Self-consistent simulation coupling Poisson solver and transport. 
•  2D simulation with mode space approach in transverse direction. 
•  n-MOSFET with treatment of electrons only. No hole treatment. 
•  Fully depleted channel.  
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Major nanoMOS versions in the past 
•  nanoMOS 1.0 
 Original nanoMOS. written in Matlab and developed by
  Zhibin Ren in 2000.   
•  nanoMOS 2.0 
 Addition of Rappture interface support on nanohub.org 
•  nanoMOS 3.0 
 Support of III-V material in semi-classical & quantum
  ballistic transport models. 
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What’s NEW in nanoMOS 3.5 
•  Support more types of semiconductor materials   
•  Support of drift-diffusion transport model for all materials. 
•  User is able to specify constant mobility at different regions for
 drift-diffusion transport. 

•  User is able to choose mobility models to be used in drift
-diffusion calculations. 

For developers/source-code readers 
• Major restructuring of source code into clear modules for future

 expansions. 
• Benchmark modules implemented. 
• Debug report modules implemented. 
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Using nanoMOS 3.5 

Latest version of nanoMOS can
 always be found at
 nanoHUB.org: 
https://nanohub.org/tools
/nanomos/ 

The simulator is fully supported
 and powered by Rappture
 interface toolkit  
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Transport 
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  Transport Model 
•  Drift-Diffusion transport 
Solving charges using the classical drift-diffusion equations. Varies mobility
 models, including the popular Caughey and Thomas model and constant
 mobility model can be selected. 
•  Classical ballistic transport 
Solving charges using Boltzmann’s transport equation in the ballistic limit.  
•  Quantum ballistic transport 
Solving charges using Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) method.   
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Bias 
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  Top gate voltage  
Initial bias for top gate. Gate voltage stepping will directly step this voltage.  

  Bottom gate voltage 
Initial bias for bottom gate. Notice that unless “Dual gate” is selected, this bias
 cannot be swept. 

  Source contact voltage 
Bias for source contact. This voltage cannot be swept. 

  Drain contact voltage 
Initial bias for drain contact. Drain voltage stepping will directly step this
 voltage. 

  Gate voltage step size 
Size of voltage increment for each top gate bias step. 

  Drain voltage step size 
Size of voltage increment for each drain contact bias step. 
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  Number of gate voltage steps 
The total number of top gate increments. For example, if this equals to 2,
 totally 3 bias points will be calculated.  

  Number of drain voltage steps 
The total number of drain bias increments. 

  Drain start voltage 
This is the drain voltage to be used in initial guess for electrostatics. The later
 calculation of user specified bias points will be based on this initial guess. 
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•  For multiple gate biases, top and bottom gate voltages can be
 ramped together if the double gate flag is selected in the options
 phase, or the top gate can be ramped while the bottom is held at
 a fixed bias if the flag is not set. 
•  The drain start voltage sometimes makes convergence faster if
 the drain voltage is ramped to a high value and the drain start
 voltage is specified to be less than the drain voltage. 
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Device 
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  Ambient Temperature 
This is the temperature of the environment around the device (lattice
 temperature) 

  Source/Drain doping concentration 
Source and drain doping concentration. Notice that they have to be the same. 

  Body doping concentration 
The channel doping concentration. 

  Top, Bottom gate length 
The length of the top and bottom gates. 

  Source/Drain length 
The length of the source and drain. Notice that they have to be the same. 
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  Source, drain overlap 
This is the Source extension length. If the overlap specified is positive we
 have a true overlap and part of the gate electrode goes over the source/drain
 extension. If the overlap specified is negative we then have an underlap,
 meaning that the gate does not reach the beginning of the source. These
 overlaps can have different values at the source and drain.  

  Source, drain Gaussian doping profile slope 
See the logarithmic doping profile attached with the device figure. If it is zero,
 then we have a perfect abrupt doping profile. Otherwise the slope is given in
 decade per nanometer. 

  Semiconductor body thickness 
Thickness of the semiconductor body film. 

  Top, Bottom insulator thickness 
Thickness of the top and bottom insulator. 
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Material 
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  Material and wafer orientation 
Select the material and wafer orientation of the semiconductor film. User can
 also define the material him/herself by selecting “other materials”. 

  Top, Bottom gate contact work function 
Work function for top and bottom gate contact. 

  Longitudinal, Transverse relative electron mass ratio 
Electron effective mass ratio in longitudinal and transverse direction. Notice
 that the input is a ratio to real electron mass. 

  Top, Bottom insulator relative dielectric constant 
Relative dielectric constant for top and bottom insulator. Notice that the input
 is a relative dielectric constant ratio with respect to silicon dioxide. 

  Body relative dielectric constant 
Relative dielectric constant for the semiconductor body film. Notice that the
 input is a relative dielectric constant ration with respect to silicon dioxide. 
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  Oxide penetration flag 
If set to "true", when solving the Schrodinger equation in the vertical (y)
 direction, the electron wave function is allowed to penetrate into the oxide
 regions, but the gate leakage current is NOT computed. The conduction band
 offset between the substrate and the top and bottom insulators can be set.  If
 set to "false", the Schrodinger equation is solved in the y-direction assuming
 an infinite potential barrier at the oxide-silicon interface. 
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Simulation Options 
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  Horizontal, Vertical node spacing 
The real space solution grid node spacing in horizontal and vertical direction. 

  Vertical grid refining factor 
Refinement factor refines the grid in the transverse direction for solving the
 Schrodinger equation. It is not used in any other routines including the
 Poisson solver. 

  Mobility model 
If user decided to use drift-diffusion transport model, this parameter will set
 which mobility model to be used. 
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  Self-Consistent convergence parameter 
For any choice of transport model, the Poisson equation is solved self
-consistently with the corresponding transport equation. The self-consistent
 solution of a transport equation with the Poisson equation, is said to have
 converged if the maximum change in potential between two consecutive self
-consistent iterations is less than this tolerance value. 

  Poisson convergence parameter 
The Poisson equation is said to have converged if the maximum change in
 potential between two consecutive iterations in Poisson equation solver      is
 less than this tolerance value (eV) 
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  Valleys 
Number of conduction band valleys to be considered in the simulation.
 Maximum of 5 valleys can be considered in total. Large amount of considered
 valleys may increase the computational time dramatically. 

  Number of subbands 
Number of subbands to be consider in the simulation. Large amount of
 considered subbands may increase the computational time dramatically. 

  Dual-Gate flag 
If set to "true", both the top and bottom gate voltages are ramped in voltage
 simultaneously. If set to "false", the bottom gate voltage is fixed while the top
 gate voltage is ramped.  

  Fermi-Dirac flag 
If set to "true", Fermi-Dirac statistics are used in solving the transport models.
 If set to "false", Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics are used. Note that this flag only
 applies to the drift-diffusion model. For the other three models, Fermi-Dirac
 statistics are always assumed. 
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Simulation Examples 

For detailed examples with sample inputs, users are
 recommended to view: 

Cantley, Kurtis; Lundstrom, Mark (2006), “NanoMOS 3.0 First Time User’s
 Guide,” 
https://nanohub.org/resources/1533 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
Question: 
 What is the width of the device simulated by nanoMOS? 
Answer: 
 nanoMOS is a 2-D simulator, and the results, if related to
 device dimension, is normalized by the width. For example, the
 current calculated by nanoMOS is in units of A/m. Therefore, the
 width of the device need not to be specified. 
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Question: 
 How are holes being treated in the simulation? 
Answer: 
 nanoMOS only treats electrons, not holes. Therefore, any
 phenomena contributed to holes such as hole tunneling are not
 considered. 
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